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Autonomous Rescue System with UAV and Tracked Vehicle 1

1 Introduction

This document describes the tests that will be performed throughout the project. These
tests are based on the requirements in the requirement specification documentation [1]. A
protocol is attached to each test where the result of the test execution process is described.

1.1 Test Structure

The tests contains instructions that should be executed sequentially to pass the test. The
test can either pass or fail. The test has to be carried out without any abnormalities to
pass, and will fail if any verification step is not fulfilled. It is possible to pass a failed test,
but improvements has to be done before the specific test is recreated.

A shell of the test table can be seen in Table 1. The column that says Test dependencies
are meant to easily show which tests that needs precedent tests completed in order to run
the actual test. The Req., Requirement description and Priority columns are taken directly
from the requirement specification and contains information about the requirements which
are tested in the specific test. Some requirement numbers start with a p, for example
”p.24”. This means that they are tests from the previous project which are of interest
and are therefore tested. The Step, Test description, Expected result, Resources and Date
columns describes how the test should be executed and which result is to be expected. It
also states the required resources needed for the test and the date of the test.

Table 1: Test table shell.

Test nr : Name of Test
Test dependencies: Other tests that needs to be completed be-
fore the test can be executed.

Date:

Resources: Resources needed to complete the test or specific
step(s).

Date for
test.

Req. Requirement description Priority
Req.
nr.

Description of the requirement. Req. prior-
ity.

Req.
nr.

Description of the requirement. Req. prior-
ity.

Step Test description Expected result
1 Description on how to execute the

step.
Expected result when the step is ex-
ecuted as described in the ”Test de-
scription” column.

2 Description on how to execute the
step.

Expected result when the step is ex-
ecuted as described in the ”Test de-
scription” column.

1.2 Test Protocol

The test protocol is defined in the Appendix A: Test Protocol as well as in test protocol
document [2] and its structure is an extension of the test plan. The test protocol has
additional boxes in its table for documenting the test where the relevant ones for under-
standing some parts in this document are: Test Status (Pass/Fail), Test Result and Test
Comments. There will also be a box for writing the names of those who executed the test.
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Autonomous Rescue System with UAV and Tracked Vehicle 2

1.3 Failed Test

If all the requirements could not be met when a test is executed the group members in
charge of performing the test will write Fail under the Test Status (Pass/Fail) column.
They will also leave details about the result of the test in the Test Result column and
comments describing the test in the Test Comment column and, if applicable, why and
which requirements that went unfulfilled. After the test the group members responsible
for performing the test discusses with the group to determine if the test should or could
be redone in a different way or if the requirements were set too high to be possible to
fulfill and if it needs to be negotiated with the client and customer.

1.4 Definitions

Here are the definitions which are used in this document:

• Sauron - A simulated drone/UAV/quadcopter.

• Balrog - The tracked ground vehicle used to deliver rescuing supplies.

• AprilTag - A matrix of bar codes that can be detected by the robots.

• Person/people in distress - The target(s) the autonomous vehicles will search
for. Will be represented by AprilTags.

• AprilTag box - A representation of a person in distress as a box with AprilTags
on all sides.

• Supply - A package that Balrog will deliver to a person in distress. Will be repre-
sented by a standard empty 33 centilitre soda can.

• Obstacles - Objects designed to hinder movement inside the test area.

• Operation - The objective for the project. The simulated Sauron will identify a
number of people in distress within the simulated test area, find their positions and
send this data to Balrog. After obtaining the positional data from Sauron, Balrog
should create a plan for how to deliver supplies to each of the given positions and
execute it autonomously. Balrog also identifies and avoids obstacles while moving
around the physical test area. The operation ends when Sauron has made sure that
there are no further people in distress within the test area, Balrog has delivered
supplies to each of them, and both Sauron and Balrog have returned to the starting
point.

• Detection of people in distress - A person in distress is considered to be de-
tected when a frame from the onboard camera on Sauron detects an AprilTag. Two
neighboring detections means that two neighboring frames from the camera feed has
detected an AprilTag.

• Identification of people in distress - A person in distress is considered to be
identified when Sauron has had a 90 % detection percentage during 2 s. Only
identified people in distress will be visited by Balrog.

• User - A person interacting with the system.

• SLAM - Simultaneous Localization And Mapping.

• LiDAR - Light Detection And Ranging sensor.
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Autonomous Rescue System with UAV and Tracked Vehicle 3

• Previous requirements - Some of the tests are based upon requirements from
previous year’s project, see [2]. These requirements has a ”p”, for ”previous” in
front of the requirement number.
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Autonomous Rescue System with UAV and Tracked Vehicle 4

2 Balrog

This section contains all the tests for Balrog. The tests are built upon the requirements
for Balrog found in the requirement specification.

The test in Table 2 addresses the requirement from the previous project regarding the
location accuracy of the SLAM algorithm.
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Autonomous Rescue System with UAV and Tracked Vehicle 5

Table 2: Balrog SLAM location accuracy test.

Test 1: Balrog SLAM Location Accuracy Test
Test dependencies: 4 Date:
Resources: Balrog, SLAM-algorithm, physical test area 2018-11-30

Req. Requirement description Priority
p.18a When driving the test route, the estimated position shall

have an accuracy of 0.2 m.
1

21 The bias and variance of the new LiDAR sensor must be
accounted for in the SLAM-algorithm.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Let the starting position of Balrog

in the test area be the origin for the
SLAM coordinate system. Load the
location processing software with a
local SLAM location and save this
location/target for later use. Keep
track on where the location/target
resides in the real-world, i.e. keep
track on the distance from the cur-
rent position of Balrog to the tar-
get.

The software should calculate a
path to the location/target.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and wait until it has reached the lo-
cation/target.

Balrog should follow the path to the
location/target and stop there.

3 Compare the estimated position in
the SLAM algorithm with the posi-
tion of the location/target retrieved
in step 1.

The estimated position calculated
by the SLAM algorithm should
have an accuracy below 0.2 m. The
accuracy is calculated as: Accuracy
> ||EstimatedPos−ActualPos||.

4 Redo step 1-3 at least 1 more time. The accuracy should be below 0.2
m in every sub-test.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Marcus Jackson, Linn

Berntsson
48 2018-11-30

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
The test was executed
two times. The difference
between estimated posi-
tion and actual position
was 10 cm in the first
trial, and 12 cm in the
second. Both fulfilled the
requirement of maximum
0.2 m.

More accurate testing could be done
by letting Balrog carry out an au-
tonomous mission before doing the
test, to include errors that grow with
time.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 1: SLAM location accuracy test 1

Figure 2: SLAM location accuracy test 2
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The test in Table 3 addresses the requirement from the previous project regarding the
angle accuracy of the SLAM algorithm.

Table 3: Balrog SLAM angle accuracy test.

Test 2: Balrog SLAM Angle Accuracy Test
Test dependencies: 4 Date:
Resources: Balrog, SLAM-algorithm, physical test area 2018-11-30

Req. Requirement description Priority
p.19a When driving the test route, the estimated position shall

have an accuracy of 10◦.
1

21 The bias and variance of the new LiDAR sensor must be
accounted for in the SLAM-algorithm.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Let the starting position of Balrog in the

test area be the origin for the SLAM coor-
dinate system. Load the location process-
ing software with a local SLAM location
and save this location/target for later use.
Keep track on where the location/target
resides in the real-world, i.e. keep track
on the distance from the current position
of Balrog to the target. Also keep track
on the angle between Balrog and the tar-
get, i.e. the angle which is given by com-
paring the distance between Balrog and
the target with the 10 m side of the test
area (0◦ is considered to be parallel to the
10 m side).

The software should calculate
a path to the location/target.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode and wait
until it has reached the location/target.

Balrog should follow the path
to the location/target and
stop there.

3 Compare the estimated angle in the
SLAM algorithm, estimated through Bal-
rog’s local coordinate system (SLAM co-
ordinate system), with the angle which is
given by comparing the distance between
Balrog and the target with the 10 m side
of the test area (0◦ is considered to be
parallel to the 10 m side).

The estimated angle calcu-
lated by the SLAM algorithm
should have an accuracy
below 10◦. The accuracy is
calculated as: Accuracy >
||EstimatedAngle−ActualAngle||.

4 Redo step 1-3 at least one more time. The accuracy should be below
10◦ in every sub-test.
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Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Marcus Jackson Edvin Hansson, Linn

Berntsson
49 2018-11-30

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
When tested the first
time the angle estimated
by SLAM was 29.9◦ and
the measured angle was
30.04◦ (0.14◦ diff.). The
second time the esti-
mated angle was 33.5◦

and the measured was
32.6◦ (0.9◦ diff.). Both
test was well within the
specified accuracy of 10◦,
and thus the test was
passed.

Same comment as in Test 1. The angle
was calculated using argcos, according
to figure 3-4.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 3: Angle accuracy test 1

Figure 4: Angle accuracy test 2
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The test in Table 4 addresses the requirement from the previous project regarding the
distance to object accuracy of the SLAM algorithm.

Table 4: Balrog SLAM distance to object test.

Test 3: Balrog SLAM Distance to Object Test
Test dependencies: 4 Date:
Resources: Balrog, SLAM-algorithm, flat area 2018-11-30

Req. Requirement description Priority
p.20a The system shall detect and map fixed objects with an ac-

curacy of 15 % relative to the distance to the object, when
driving the test route.

1

21 The bias and variance of the new LiDAR sensor must be
accounted for in the SLAM-algorithm.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Let the starting position of Balrog

in the test area be the origin for the
SLAM coordinate system. Load the
location processing software with a
local SLAM location and save this
location/target for later use. Keep
track on where the location/target
resides in the real-world, i.e. keep
track on the distance from the cur-
rent position of Balrog to the tar-
get. Place an obstacle 0.2-0.5 m
from the target position and save
the SLAM-coordinate of this obsta-
cle for later use.

The software should calculate a
path to the location/target.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and wait until it has reached the lo-
cation/target.

Balrog should follow the path to the
location/target and stop there.

3 Compare the estimated distance to
the object in the SLAM algorithm
with the real world distance from
the target position to the obstacle.

The calculated distance should
have an accuracy of 15 % rel-
ative to the real world distance
to the obstacle. The accuracy
is calculated as: Accuracy >

|| (SLAMDistance−RealDistance)
RealDistance ||.

4 Redo step 1-3 at least one more
times.

The accuracy should be below 15 %
in every sub-test.
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Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Marcus Jackson Edvin Hansson, Linn

Berntsson
48 2018-11-30

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The first time the test
was run the estimated
distance was 1.05 m, and
the measured distance
was 1.04 (0.01 m diff).
The second time the test
was run the estimated
distance was 1.24 m and
the measured was 1.26 m
(0.02 m diff). Both well
within the required accu-
racy.

Same comment as in Test 1. Pass

Test approved by:

Figure 5: Object detection test 1 - measured

Figure 6: Object detection test 1 - estimated
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Figure 7: Object detection test 2 - measured

Figure 8: Object detection test 2 - estimated
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The test in Table 5 addresses the requirements regarding Balrog’s ability to process loca-
tion data.

Table 5: Balrog location processing test.

Test 4: Balrog Location Processing
Test dependencies: - Date:
Resources: Balrog 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
26 Balrog must be able to process location data of 1-4 people

in distress and calculate paths to their positions.
1

30 The calculated paths must go from starting location to a
person in distress, an then person to person (if more than
one person is present) and then move from the last person
to the starting location.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Load the location processing soft-

ware with the location data of N
people (1 ≤N≤ 4). The starting lo-
cation should be no more than 8x8
(LxW) m from the person farthest
away.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people (if N> 1), and
a path back to the starting location
from the (theoretically) last visited
person.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 48 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
Balrog calculated paths
to four people in distress,
see figure 9 and Appendix
B.

Balrog successfully calculated the
paths. The paths were a bit slow and
sometimes too detailed.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 9: A printscreen of the full mission where Balrog has planned paths to four people
in distress.
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The test in Table 6 addresses the requirements regarding Balrog’s ability to autonomously
move to people in distress.

Table 6: Balrog autonomous movement to people in distress.

Test 5: Balrog Autonomous Movement to People in
Distress

Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12 Date:
Resources: Balrog, physical test area, people in distress /
AprilTag boxes

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
27 Balrog must be able to autonomously move to 1-4 people in

distress using the calculated paths to their positions.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Load the location processing soft-

ware with the location data of N
people (1 ≤N≤ 4). The starting lo-
cation should be no more than 8x8
(LxW) m from the person farthest
away.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people (if N> 1), and
a path back to the starting location
from the (theoretically) last visited
person.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and start the operation.

Balrog should move to the person
and stop within 0.2 m of the per-
son (without touching them). Ver-
ify this through ocular inspection.
Redo test 11 and/or test 12 if un-
sure if Balrog fulfills these require-
ments.

3 Either manually continue the oper-
ation or let Balrog visit the person
before continuing the operation.

Balrog should move between people
if more than one person is present.
Balrog should move back to its
starting location after the last per-
son has been visited.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Linn Berntsson Edvin Hansson 48 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Balrog moved to the loca-
tion data of N = 4 people,
visited within 0.2 m of the
persons and returned to
it’s starting location af-
terwards. See figure 10
and Appendix B.

Balrog touched one of the people in dis-
tress lightly when maneuvering a cor-
ner. Adding safety margin for further
tests. However, requirement 27 is still
fulfilled.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 10: Balrog finds and follows the paths to all four Apriltags. The one in the bottom
left corner received a slight touch.
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The test in Table 7 addresses the maximum operation time requirement for Balrog.

Table 7: Balrog maximum operation time test.

Test 6: Balrog Maximum Operation Time
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 17 Date:
Resources: Balrog, physical test area, supply, people in distress
/ AprilTag boxes, simulation environment for Sauron, simulated
test area

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
28 Balrog must be able to complete its operation within 600 s

when the operation is carried out on the test area.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start a timer and load the location

processing software with the loca-
tion data of 4 people. The start-
ing location should be no more than
8x8 (LxW) m from the person far-
thest away.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) visited last per-
son.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and start the operation.

Balrog should avoid obstacles and
move between people in distress.
Balrog should stop within 0.2 m of
each person without touching them.
Verify this through ocular inspec-
tion. Redo test 11 and/or test 12
if unsure if Balrog fulfills these re-
quirements. Balrog should return
to its starting location once it has
visited all the people.

3 Stop the timer when Balrog has re-
turned to its starting location.

The timer should show a time less
than 300 s.

4 Put 4 people in distress in the test
area. Set Balrog in autonomous
mode and let Sauron scan its cor-
responding simulated test area for
people in distress. Start a timer
when Sauron has identified the first
person.

Sauron should send the location of
the person in distress to Balrog.
Balrog should start to move to-
wards the person in distress and
avoid obstacles along the way.
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Step Test description Expected result
5 Let Sauron continue to scan the

simulated test area until it has
found all the people in distress.

Balrog should receive the location
of all the remaining people in dis-
tress. Balrog should move between
the people in distress while avoid-
ing obstacles. Balrog should stop
within 0.2 m of each person without
touching them. Verify this through
ocular inspection. Redo test 11
and/or test 12 if unsure if Balrog
fulfills these requirements. Balrog
should return to its starting loca-
tion once it has visited all the peo-
ple.

6 Stop the timer when Balrog has re-
turned to its starting location.

The timer should show a time less
than 300 s.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Balrog completed its task
within the time limit.
The total operation time
is found to be 441 - 32
= 409 s, according to the
attached printscreens in
Figure 11-12, and in Ap-
pendix B.

The operation time was unnecessary
long due to inserted sleep-calls in asso-
ciation with aiding persons in distress
of 15 s per person. Also note that op-
eration time is affected by in which or-
der the persons in distressed are sent
to Balrog. In this case the positions
were provided to create two long diag-
onal paths to traverse.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 11: A printscreen of the starting time in the GUI. The elapsed time in seconds is
shown at the bottom inside the box named ’Ros elapsed’
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Figure 12: A printscreen of the stopping time in the GUI. The elapsed time in seconds is
shown at the bottom inside the box named ’Ros elapsed’
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The test in Table 8 addresses the path priority requirement for Balrog.

Table 8: Balrog path priority test.

Test 7: Balrog Path Priority
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 17 Date:
Resources: Balrog, physical test area, people in distress /
AprilTag boxes, simulated Sauron

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority

29 Balrog must calculate the paths to the people in distress
from its current position.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Put Balrog in autonomous mode

and load the location processing
software with the location data of
N (1 ≤N≤ 3) people in distress.

Balrog should start to move to-
wards a person.

2 Load the location processing soft-
ware with one more person before
Balrog has reached the first person.

Balrog should move to the newly
added person when it is done vis-
iting the other people.

3 Either let Balrog know that all
people are found or load the lo-
cation processing software with M
(0 ≤M≤ 3−N) people. Keep track
on which order the people were
added and tell Balrog that no more
people in distress are present in the
area.

Balrog should return to the start-
ing position when M = 0. Balrog
should continue to the next person
if M 6= 0, and M should be updated
to the current M minus one (M-1)
when the person has been visited.

4 Put N (1 ≤N≤ 3) people in dis-
tress in the test area. Set Balrog in
autonomous mode and let Sauron
scan the simulated test area for peo-
ple in distress.

Sauron should send the location
data to Balrog when it has iden-
tified a person in distress. Balrog
should start to move towards that
person.

5 Let Sauron continue to scan the
area until its found all the people
in distress. Keep track on the order
in which the people are identified by
Sauron.

Balrog should receive the location
of all the remaining people in dis-
tress and move between them in
the order they were identified by
Sauron. Balrog should return to its
starting location once it has visited
all the people in distress.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
See results from test 4
and Appendix B.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 9 addresses the maximum path deviation requirement for Balrog.

Table 9: Balrog maximum path deviation test.

Test 8: Balrog Maximum Path Deviation
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Date:
Resources: Balrog, flat area, tape 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
31 Balrog must not deviate more than 0.15 m when au-

tonomously moving along a calculated path.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Load the location processing soft-

ware with the location data of 2
people in distress. Keep track on
the actual locations of the people.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) visited last per-
son.

2 Tape the calculated path in the
real-world and tape two paths 0.15
m + (the width of Balrog)/2 from
the left and the right of the cal-
culated path. Put Balrog in au-
tonomous mode and observe it fol-
lowing the calculated path.

Balrog should not deviate more
than 0.15 m when autonomously
moving along the calculated path.
Verify this by observing the three
tapes. The center of Balrog should
move along the calculated path and
the outer bounds of Balrog should
not cross the two outer tapes.

3 Load the location processing soft-
ware with the location data of the
same 2 people in distress.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) visited last per-
son.

4 Put Balrog in autonomous mode.
Balrog should start to follow the
calculated path. Observe its loca-
tion along the way and compare it
to the previously calculated path.

Balrog should not deviate more
than 0.15 m when autonomously
moving along the calculated path.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Linn Berntsson Edvin Hansson 48 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
Balrog did not drive out-
side the taped margins.
The test was filmed.

See figure 13 for a frame from the
video.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 13: A frame from the video from test 8.
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The test in Table 10 addresses the obstacle avoidance requirement for Balrog.

Table 10: Balrog obstacle avoidance test

Test 9: Balrog Obstacle Avoidance
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Date:
Resources: Balrog, physical test area, obstacles 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
p.21 The navigation shall avoid obstacles between nodes. 1
p.22 The navigation module shall update the route if new obsta-

cles appear.
1

32 Balrog must not touch any obstacles when traversing its
calculated path.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Load the location processing soft-

ware with the location data of 2
people in distress. Keep track on
the real-world locations of the peo-
ple.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) visited last per-
son.

2 Put obstacles along the path and
store the position data of the ob-
stacles. Put Balrog in autonomous
mode and continuously save its po-
sition data.

Balrog should follow the path and
avoid the present obstacles, by
moving around them. Balrog
should not touch any obstacles
along its way. Verify this by oc-
ular inspection and by comparing
the saved position data from Balrog
with the obstacle’s location data.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Linn Berntsson Edvin Hansson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was sucessful.
The location of 4 peo-
ple in distress was loaded
to Balrog. Balrog visited
each one, without touch-
ing any obstacles. See fig-
ure 14 and Appendix B.

Pass

Test approved by:

Course name: Reglerteknisk projektkurs, CDIO E-mail (@googlegroups.com): rescuerangers
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Figure 14: Balrogs path, avoiding all obstacles.
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The test in Table 11 addresses the requirement regarding Balrog’s ability to navigate to
a specific location within Balrog’s local SLAM coordinate system.

Table 11: Balrog navigation certainty test.

Test 10: Balrog Navigation Certainty
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Date:
Resources: Balrog, flat area 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
33 Balrog must be able to move from a current reference point

in the Balrog SLAM coordinate system to a given location
with a tolerance of 0.1 m.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Load the location processing soft-

ware with a specific SLAM loca-
tion and save this location/target
for later use. Keep track on where
the location/target resides in the
real-world.

The software should calculate a
path to the location/target.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and wait until it has reached the lo-
cation/target.

Balrog should follow the path to the
location/target and stop there.

3 Compare the SLAM coordinate of
Balrog with the location/target co-
ordinate from step 1.

The SLAM coordinate of Balrog
should be closer than 0.1 m from
the location/target coordinate from
step 1.

4 Compare the real-world location of
Balrog with the real-world location
of the target.

Balrog should be closer than 0.1 m
from the target.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Marcus Jackson Edvin Hansson, Linn

Berntsson
49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test 1 gave one result
where Balrog reached the
given location with a dif-
ference of 10 cm, and one
result with a difference of
12 cm. See figure 1-2

The results from test 1, 2 and 3 in-
dicates that the requirement is in fact
fulfilled, but the test itself failed. A
new test should be conducted, but
could not be executed before BP5.

Fail

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 12 addresses the people avoidance requirement for Balrog.

Table 12: Balrog people avoidance test.

Test 11: Balrog People Avoidance
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 12 Date:
Resources: Balrog, physical test area, people in distress /
AprilTag boxes

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
34 Balrog must not touch the person in distress when delivering

supplies.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Put 4 people in distress in the test

area and load the location process-
ing software with the people’s loca-
tion. Store the location of the peo-
ple for later use.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) last visited per-
son.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and continuously save its position
data. Balrog should visit all the
people before returning to its start-
ing location. Observe the distance
between Balrog and the people dur-
ing this time.

Balrog should not touch any of the
people in distress during the oper-
ation. Verify this by ocular inspec-
tion and by comparing the saved
position data from Balrog with the
location data of each person.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Balrog managed to fulfill
a complete mission with-
out touching any persons
in distress.

Balrog move through the course and
successfully avoided all people in dis-
tress, as illustrated by Figure 14 and
Appendix B.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 13 addresses the requirement for Balrog regarding when a person is
considered to have been visited.

Table 13: Balrog people visit test.

Test 12: Balrog People Visit
Test dependencies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 Date:
Resources: Balrog, physical test area, people in distress /
AprilTag boxes

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
p.35 The Balrog shall finish within 0.2 m of the intended goal

node.
1

35 A person in distress must be considered to be reached when
Balrog stops within 0.2 m of the person.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Put 4 people in distress in the test

area and put marks at a distance
of 0.2 m around each person in dis-
tress. Load the location processing
software with the people’s location.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) last visited per-
son.

2 Put Balrog in autonomous mode.
Balrog should visit all the people
before returning to its starting loca-
tion. Observe the distance between
Balrog and the people during this
time.

Balrog should stop within 0.2 m of
each person before continuing on to
the next person or back to the start-
ing location when it has visited all
people.

3 Load the location processing soft-
ware with the same people’s loca-
tion. Save their coordinates from
later use.

The software should calculate a
path to a person, a single way path
between the people, and a path
back to the starting location from
the (theoretically) last visited per-
son.

4 Put Balrog in autonomous mode.
Balrog should visit all the people
before returning to its starting loca-
tion. Save the location/coordinates
of Balrog once it has stopped at a
person in distress. Do this for all
the people it visits.

When comparing the loca-
tion/coordinates of a person
with the location/coordinate where
Balrog stopped, when visiting
that specific person, the difference
should be no more than 0.7 m (0.5
m for the size of a person + 0.2
m for maximum distance between
Balrog and person).
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Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Balrog stopped within 20
cm of each person in dis-
tress. See figure 15 for
one example of this, and
figure 14 for full map.

Pass

Test approved by:

Figure 15: Balrog aiding a person in distress
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3 Sauron

This section contains all the tests for the simulated quadcopter Sauron. The tests are
built upon the requirements for Sauron found in the requirement specification.

The test in Table 14 addresses the requirements regarding the simulation environment for
Sauron.

Table 14: Sauron simulation test.

Test 13: Sauron Simulation
Test dependencies: - Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
46 Sauron must be simulated in an virtual environment. 1
47 Simulated people in distress, represented by simulated

AprilTags, must be present in the virtual environment.
1

48 The sensor data (mainly pitch, yaw, roll) for Sauron must
be simulated.

1

49 The camera feed from Sauron must be simulated. 1
50 The AprilTag detection must be simulated and contain x-

, y- and z-position of the tag, with the simulated camera
position as origin. The detection must also contain the ID
of the tag.

1

52 Sauron’s position must be determined by a simulated GPS. 1
53 The simulated GPS position must contain noise. The value

of the noise must be user defined.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron.
A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed. The simulated
Sauron should be displayed at its
starting position.

2 Insert AprilTags into the simula-
tion.

AprilTags shall be present in the
simulated test area.

3 Manoeuvre the simulated Sauron
manually to different locations
within the test area. Observe the
sensor data values for Sauron.

The sensor data values should
change when Sauron perform ma-
neuvers.

4 Display the simulated camera lo-
cated on the simulated Sauron.

A display should appear in the sim-
ulation environment. This display
should show a simulated camera
feed from a simulated camera lo-
cated at the bottom of Sauron.

5 Move Sauron above an AprilTag,
so that the AprilTag is within the
spectrum of the simulated onboard
camera.

The AprilTag should be detected.
Make sure that the detection soft-
ware returns the coordinates of the
tag (x, y, z) and the ID of the tag.
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Step Test description Expected result
5 Move the Sauron across the simu-

lated test area. Observe the current
simulated position of Sauron.

The current simulated position of
Sauron should change as Sauron
moves across the test area. The
simulated position should mirror
the position of Sauron present in
the simulation GUI.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Dennis Edblom Tobias Bengtsson 49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
The simulated environ-
ment for Sauron worked
according to the require-
ments.

The test was done by starting the sim-
ulation and moving Sauron to the first
search zone above an AprilTag and
then looking at the simulated data.
The simulated environment with April-
Tags and the simulated data can be
seen in Figure 16. The noise for the
GPS is determined by entering the
value inside the ArduCopter termi-
nal with param set SIM GPS NOISE
value.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 16: Simulation environment with simulated data.
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The test in Table 15 addresses the requirements regarding Sauron’s search plan.

Table 15: Sauron search plan test.

Test 14: Sauron Search Plan
Test dependencies: 13, 15, 16 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron, simulated test
area

2018-12-04

Req. Requirement description Priority
63 A search plan must be prepared that Sauron must follow

(within the simulation) when searching for people in dis-
tress.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation of Sauron with

the 8x8 m simulated test area.
A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed. The simulated
Sauron should be displayed at its
starting position.

2 Set the operation area for Sauron
to 8x8 m and continuously store
the simulated GPS coordinates of
Sauron until the last step has been
completed.

-

3 Start the operation. Sauron should calculate a search
path for the area of operation based
on a predefined search plan.

4 Sauron begins to search for peo-
ple in distress within the simulated
area of operation.

Sauron should follow its calculated
search path when searching for peo-
ple in distress. Verify this by ocu-
lar observation and by comparing
the simulated GPS coordinates of
Sauron with the predefined search
plan.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Tobias Bengtsson Dennis Edblom 48 2018-12-04

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
Sauron visited the desti-
nations calculated by the
search plan software.

Sauron visited (-2, -2), (-2, 2), (2, 2)
and (2, -2) in order of appearance. The
result is displayed in figure 17. Notice
that the sample rate was 10 Hz which
resulted in a graph containing a lot of
samples. It can therefore be hard to
distinguish the exact position Sauron
stopped when visiting a zone.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 17: Calculated and followed search plan for Sauron.
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The test in Table 16 addresses the height control requirement for Sauron.

Table 16: Sauron height control test.

Test 15: Sauron Height Control
Test dependencies: 13 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron 2018-11-28

Req. Requirement description Priority
64 Sauron must, on command, autonomously take off to a pre-

specified height anywhere above 2 m and below 10 m over
the ground and stay there with a deviation not more than
0.2 m in height.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron.
A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed. The simulated
Sauron should be displayed at its
starting position.

2 Specify a hover altitude of 3 m and
execute the hovering routine.

Sauron should take off and hover at
an altitude of 3 m with no more de-
viation than 0.2 m.

3 Do an ocular inspection of Sauron’s
current altitude.

Sauron should hover at 3 m with no
more deviation than 0.2 m.

4 Inspect the sensor data from the
simulated Sauron.

The result from the data should be
that Sauron hovers at an altitude
of 3 m with no more deviation than
0.2 m.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Benjamin Lembke - 48 2018-11-28

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was success-
ful. Sauron reached 0.2m
from the desired height in
about 10 s. From 14s
and to the test was termi-
nated (26s) the deviation
was less than 5 cm.

The desired height was set to 4m. See
figure 18.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 18

The test in Table 17 addresses the requirements regarding Balrog’s ability to follow a
straight path.
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Table 17: Sauron straight path accuracy test.

Test 16: Sauron Straight Path Accuracy
Test dependencies: 13 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron, simulated test
area

2018-11-29

Req. Requirement description Priority
65 Sauron must, in a simulated test environment, au-

tonomously follow a straight line parallel to the ground with
a maximum deviation from the line of 0.1 m at a specified
height of 2.5 m.

1

67 Sauron must, on command and from any current simulated
GPS position, autonomously take the optimal path to an-
other specified simulated GPS position by following a cal-
culated trajectory from its current position to the specified
position, with a tolerance of 10%.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron.
A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed. The simulated
Sauron should be displayed at its
starting position.

2 Set the altitude of Sauron to 2.5 m.
Save the current simulated position
of Sauron and set, and save, a tar-
get simulated GPS position 10-30 m
from the current position of Sauron.

-

3 Let Sauron move to the specified
GPS location and observe and save
its coordinates along the way.

Sauron should move to the target
in a straight path and not deviate
from the path more than 0.1 m.

4 Calculate the distance Sauron has
travelled from the saved coordi-
nates. Compare this distance to the
distance between the start position
of Sauron and the target position.

The path/distance Sauron travelled
should not be more than 10 %
longer than the intuitively shortest
distance the client can find.
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Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Benjamin Lembke 48 2018-11-29

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful.
The distance to the tar-
get waypoint was set 15
m. The waypoint was
reached after 25 s (Sauron
was 0.2m from the way-
point) and the deviation
was not more than 5 cm
from the line.

See figure 19. Pass

Test approved by:

Figure 19
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The test in Table 18 addresses the search operation requirement for Sauron.

Table 18: Sauron search operation test.

Test 17: Sauron Search Operation
Test dependencies: 13, 14, 15, 16, 22 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron, simulated test
area with AprilTags

Req. Requirement description Priority
51 All of the implemented functionality for Sauron must be

implemented within the simulated environment, i.e. the re-
quirements should be fulfilled within the simulated environ-
ment.

1

63 A search plan must be prepared that Sauron must follow
(within the simulation) when searching for people in dis-
tress.

1

68 Sauron must be able to follow the plan from requirement 63
autonomously.

1

70 Sauron must be able to follow the plan from requirement
63, simultaneously search for and identify several people in
distress, store their positions and head back to its starting
position.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron. Add 4 AprilTags to the
simulated test area in accordance
with the test area requirements.

A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed with 4 AprilT-
ags present. The simulated Sauron
should be displayed at its starting
position.

2 Start the search operation. Sauron should scan the area for
people in distress. Sauron should
find and identify all 4 people before
returning to its starting location.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not executed before BP5. Fail

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 19 addresses the requirement regarding the maximum operation time
for Sauron.

Table 19: Sauron operation time test.

Test 18: Sauron Operation Time
Test dependencies: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron, simulated test
area with AprilTags

Req. Requirement description Priority
69 Sauron must be able to find and identify all people in distress

in the test area within 300 s from takeoff.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron. Add 4 AprilTags to the
simulated test area in accordance
with the test area requirements.

A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed with 4 AprilT-
ags present. The simulated Sauron
should be displayed at its starting
position.

2 Start a timer and start the search
operation.

Sauron should scan the area for
people in distress.

3 Stop the timer when Sauron has
finished the operation and landed
back at its starting position.

Sauron should have found and
identified all people in distress in
the test area. Sauron must have
finished its operation in 300 s from
takeoff.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not executed before BP5. Fail

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 20 addresses the false detection requirement for Sauron.

Table 20: Sauron false detection test.

Test 19: Sauron False Detection
Test dependencies: 13 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron, simulated test
area with AprilTags

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
73 One detection without any neighboring detections must be

treated as a false alarm.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the detection software with

the web cam chosen as the camera
input. Manually start each detec-
tion cycle by sending a ROS mes-
sage to the software.

-

2 Keep an AprilTag in front of the
camera during one detection cycle.

The target should be considered
”found” (not detected!).

3 Remove the AprilTag and execute
one detection cycle.

The AprilTag should not be de-
tected.

4 Keep an AprilTag in front of the
camera during one detection cycle.

The target should be considered
”found” (not detected!).

5 Keep an AprilTag in front of the
camera during one more detection
cycle.

The target should be considered de-
tected.

6 Redo step 1-5 at least 2 more times. The result should not change.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Tobias Bengtsson Dennis Edblom 49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was a success.
The target/AprilTag was
considered detected when
two neighboring detec-
tion frames were present.
The detection was consid-
ered to be an false alarm
when a single detection
frame was not followed di-
rectly by another detec-
tion frame.

The test was carried out in a slightly
modified version of the detection soft-
ware where a subscriber was created
which activated a single detection run.
The callback for the subscriber was ac-
tivated by an empty message sent man-
ually to the software.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 20 addresses the requirement that Sauron must identify a person in
distress if that person is considered detected.

Table 21: Sauron identification start.

Test 20: Sauron Identification Start
Test dependencies: 13 Date:
Resources: Simulation environment for Sauron, simulated test
area with AprilTags

Req. Requirement description Priority
76 Sauron must identify a person in distress when two or more

neighboring detections are present.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron. Add one AprilTag to
the simulated test area in accor-
dance with the test area require-
ments.

A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed with a April-
Tag present. The simulated Sauron
should be displayed at its starting
position.

2 Set all zones to searched in the
search operation software. Make
sure that AprilTag in the area is
considered detected. This should
force Sauron to go and identify
the detected tags left in the simu-
lated search area when the opera-
tion starts. Start the operation and
observe Sauron.

Sauron should try to identify the
detected AprilTag.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not executed before BP5. Fail

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 21 addresses the false identification requirement for Sauron.

Table 22: Sauron false identification test.

Test 21: Sauron False Identification
Test dependencies: 13 Date:
Resources: Detection software with web cam 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
74 The identification must be treated as a false alarm when

Sauron has been stationary above an AprilTag for 3 seconds,
with a deviation less than 0.1 m, and has been trying to
identify a person in distress during this time.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the detection software with

the web cam chosen as the camera
input. Manually start each detec-
tion cycle by sending a ROS mes-
sage to the software. Set the total
number of detections needed for the
target to be identified to 10.

-

2 Keep an AprilTag in front of the
camera during 8 of 10 detection cy-
cles.

The identification should fail and
therefore be treated as a false
alarm.

3 Redo step 1-2 at least 4 more times. The identification should fail every
time.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Tobias Bengtsson Dennis Edblom 49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was a success.
The target/AprilTag was
not identified and there-
fore treated as a false
alarm.

The test was carried out in a slightly
modified version of the detection soft-
ware where a subscriber was created
which activated a single detection run.
The callback for the subscriber was ac-
tivated by an empty message sent man-
ually to the software. The amount of
detections needed for an identification
was altered, but the 90 % detection
success was still used.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 23 addresses the requirement regarding Sauron’s ability to identify a
person in distress.

Table 23: Sauron identification test.

Test 22: Sauron Identification
Test dependencies: 13 Date:
Resources: Detection software with web cam 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
75 Detection software with web cam. 1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the detection software with

the web cam chosen as the camera
input. Manually start each detec-
tion cycle by sending a ROS mes-
sage to the software. Set the total
number of defections to 10.

-

2 Keep an AprilTag in front of the
camera during 9 of 10 detection cy-
cles.

The identification should succeed
and the target should be considered
identified.

3 Redo step 1-2 at least 4 more times.
Shift between 9 and 10 successful
detections.

The identification should succeed
every time.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Tobias Bengtsson Dennis Edblom 49 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was carried out
in a slightly modified ver-
sion of the detection soft-
ware where a subscriber
was created which acti-
vated a single detection
run. The callback for
the subscriber was acti-
vated by an empty mes-
sage sent manually to the
software. The amount of
detections needed for an
identification was altered,
but the 90 % detection
success was still used. See
Figure 20, 21

- Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 20: Identification of AprilTag.

Figure 21: AprilTag not identified.
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4 Communication between Balrog, Sauron and the Base
Station

This section contains all the tests regarding the communication between Balrog, Sauron
and the base station. The tests are built upon the requirements for the communication
between the platforms found in the requirement specification.

The test in Table 24 addresses the receive location data requirement for Balrog.

Table 24: Balrog receive location data test.

Test 23: Balrog Receive Location Data
Test dependencies: 25 Date:
Resources: Balrog, Simulation environment for Sauron, base
station, router

2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
77 Balrog must be able to receive location data through WiFi. 1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Connect Balrog and the base sta-

tion to the WiFi.
Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

2 Send location data from the simu-
lated Sauron to Balrog over WiFi.

Balrog should receive the location
data without any information loss.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful. The result from test 4 is produced by

connecting Balrog and the base station
the the WiFi. Therefore, the result
from test 4 also confirms this test.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 25 addresses the requirement regarding Balrog’s ability to send data to
the base station.

Table 25: Balrog send data to base station test.

Test 24: Balrog Send Data to Base Station
Test dependencies: - Date:
Resources: Balrog, base station, router 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
78 Balrog must be able to send data to the base station through

WiFi.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Connect Balrog and the base sta-

tion to the WiFi.
Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

2 Send data from Balrog to the base
station over WiFi.

The base station should receive the
data without any information loss.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful The result from test 4 is produced by

connecting Balrog and the base station
the the WiFi. Therefore, the result
from test 4 also confirms this test.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 26 addresses the receive data requirement for Balrog.

Table 26: Balrog receive data test.

Test 25: Balrog Receive Data from Base Station
Test dependencies: - Date:
Resources: Balrog, base station, router 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
79 Balrog must be able to receive data from the base station

through WiFi.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Connect Balrog and the base sta-

tion to the WiFi.
Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

2 Send data from the base station to
Balrog over WiFi.

Balrog should receive the data
without any information loss.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Edvin Hansson Linn Berntsson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The test was successful. The result from test 4 is produced by

connecting Balrog and the base station
the the WiFi. Therefore, the result
from test 4 also confirms this test.

Pass

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 27 addresses the continuous transmission with the base station require-
ment for Balrog.

Table 27: Balrog continuous transmission to base station test.

Test 26: Balrog Continuous Transmission to Base
Station

Test dependencies: 24 Date:
Resources: Balrog, base station, router 2018-12-03

Req. Requirement description Priority
80 Balrog must continuously transmit its current position to

the base station with an interval between transmissions be-
low 1 s.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Connect Balrog and the base sta-

tion to the WiFi.
Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

2 Send data continuously from Balrog
to the base station over WiFi us-
ing the Balrog communication soft-
ware.

The base station should receive the
data continuously from Balrog with
an interval between transmissions
below 1 s.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Linn Berntsson 2018-12-03

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The topic estimated pose
was viewed, and the fre-
quency was around 10Hz.

See figure 22 Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 22: The frequency of which the topic estimated pose is published to.
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The test in Table 28 addresses the requirements regarding position data exchange between
Balrog and Sauron.

Table 28: Sauron and Balrog position exchange test.

Test 27: Sauron and Balrog Position Exchange
Test dependencies: 23, 24, 25, 12, 17 Date:
Resources: Balrog, simulation environment for Sauron, physi-
cal test area with people in distress / AprilTag boxes, simulated
test area with AprilTags, base station, router

Req. Requirement description Priority
85 The simulated Sauron must autonomously send position

data to Balrog when it has identified a person in distress.
1

86 Balrog must autonomously send a confirmation to the sim-
ulated Sauron that it has received position data of a person
in distress.

1

87 The simulated Sauron must autonomously send a confirma-
tion to Balrog when it has found all people in distress on
the map.

1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Connect Balrog and the base sta-

tion to the WiFi.
Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

2 Send position data of a person in
distress from the simulated Sauron
to Balrog.

Balrog should receive the position
of the person in distress without
any information loss.

3 Let Balrog send a confirmation that
it has received the location of a
distressed person. This can be
done manually or automatically af-
ter Balrog has received the location
data of a distressed person from the
simulated Sauron.

The simulated Sauron should re-
ceive the confirmation without any
information loss.

4 Send a message from the simulated
Sauron to Balrog that it has found
all people in distress.

Balrog should receive the message
without any information loss.

5 Put two people in distress (AprilT-
ags) in the physical- and simulated
test area. Place Balrog at its start-
ing location.

-

6 Connect Balrog and the base sta-
tion to the WiFi.

Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

7 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and start the operation for both
Balrog and the simulated Sauron.

The simulated Sauron should start
to search for AprilTags in the sim-
ulated test area.

8 The simulated Sauron should send
the location of a person (AprilTag)
once it has found him/her to Bal-
rog.

Balrog should receive the location
without any information loss.
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Step Test description Expected result
9 Balrog should send a confirmation

to the simulated Sauron that it has
received the location data.

The simulated Sauron should re-
ceive the confirmation without any
information loss.

10 Redo step 8 and 9 for the next per-
son in distress.

-

11 Sauron should send a message to
Balrog once it has located all people
in distress.

Balrog should receive the message
without any information loss.

12 Stop or finish the operation. -

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not executed before BP5. Fail

Test approved by:
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5 Operator Interface (GUI)

This section contains all the tests regarding the operator interface (GUI). The tests are
built upon the requirements for the GUI found in the requirement specification.

The test in Table 29 addresses the requirements regarding the operator interface (GUI)
when creating a map.

Table 29: Operator interface (GUI) test: MAP

Test 28: GUI: Map
Test dependencies: - Date:
Resources: Base station with GUI 2018-11-30

Req. Requirement description Priority
88 The GUI must include a map over the area of operation. 1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start GUI and check the map. The GUI should have a map over

the area of operation.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Marcus Jackson Edvin Hansson, Linn

Berntsson, Tobias
Bengtsson

48 2018-11-30

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The GUI was started and
it had a map over the area
of operation. See figure
23 and Appendix B.

Observe that the figure 23 is the same
as figure 10 during test 5 for Balrog,
since it has an map during an operation
in autonomous mode. Observe that the
start location in the map center is hard
to see when Balrog have been updating
its position. This could for example be
improved with other colors for the start
position in the future.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 23: The test area for the project. People in distress, obstacles and start location
are present.
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The test in Table 30 addresses the requirements regarding the operator interface (GUI)
when interacting with Balrog.

Table 30: Operator interface (GUI) test: MAP and Balrog

Test 29: GUI: Map and Balrog
Test dependencies: 28 Date:
Resources: Base station with GUI, Balrog 2018-11-30

Req. Requirement description Priority
89 The GUI must draw the position of Balrog on a map. 1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Place Balrog in the test area and

power it on. Start GUI and check
the map.

The GUI should have a map over
the area of operation which includes
Balrog.

2 Move Balrog manually across the
test area.

The position of Balrog should up-
date in the GUI when Balrog
moves.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Marcus Jackson Emma Olsson, Edvin

Hansson, Linn Berntsson,
Tobias Bengtsson, Dennis
Edblom

48 2018-11-30

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
The position of Balrog
was updated in the GUI
when Balrog moved. See
figure 24-25 and Ap-
pendix B.

The test was successful. The screen-
shots of the GUI is taken with a differ-
ence of 19.71 sek in ROS elapsed time
frame. As can be seen in the figures
figure 24 and 25 that the map also up-
dates positions of obstacles in accor-
dance to what Balrog’s lidar sensor de-
tects.

Pass

Test approved by:
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Figure 24: Balrog’s position is drawn in the GUI map over the area of operation.

Figure 25: Balrog’s position was updated in the GUI when Balrog moved.
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The test in Table 31 addresses the requirements regarding the operator interface (GUI)
when interacting with Sauron.

Table 31: Operator interface (GUI) test: MAP and Sauron

Test 30: GUI: Map and Sauron
Test dependencies: 28 Date:
Resources: Base station with GUI, simulation environment for
Sauron

Req. Requirement description Priority
p.68 The Sauron part of the GUI shall function independent on

a connection with Balrog.
1

90 The GUI must draw the position of Sauron on a map. 1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron.
A simulated version of the test area
should be displayed. The simulated
Sauron should be displayed at its
starting position.

2 Make sure that Balrog is not con-
nected to the base station. Start
the GUI and check the map.

The GUI should have a map over
the area of operation which includes
Sauron.

3 Move Sauron manually across the
simulated test area.

The position of Sauron should up-
date in the GUI when Sauron
moves.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not executed before BP5. Fail

Test approved by:
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The test in Table 32 addresses the requirements regarding the operator interface (GUI)
when interacting with Balrog and Sauron while drawing position of people in distress on
the map.

Table 32: Operator interface (GUI) test:

Test 31: Operator Interface (GUI)
Test dependencies: 29, 30 Date:
Resources: Base station with GUI, simulation environment for
Sauron, simulated test area with AprilTags

Req. Requirement description Priority
91 The GUI must draw the position of identified people in dis-

tress on a map.
1

Step Test description Expected result
1 Start the simulation environment

for Sauron. Add two AprilTags to
the simulated test area in accor-
dance with the test area require-
ments.

A simulated version of the test
area should be displayed with the
AprilTags present. The simulated
Sauron should be displayed at its
starting position.

2 Start the GUI and check the map. The GUI should have a map over
the area of operation which includes
Sauron.

3 Move the simulated Sauron over a
person in distress (AprilTag) and
identify the person.

The position of the person in dis-
tress (AprilTag) should be visible
on the map in the GUI.

4 Move the simulated Sauron over the
second person in distress (April-
Tag) and identify the person.

The position of both people in dis-
tress should be visible on the map
in the GUI.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not necessary as several other
tests confirmed that requirement 91
was fulfilled, see Appendix B.

-

Test approved by:
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6 Major Test of the System

This section contains only one test, see Table 33. This test is built upon all the other tests
to test the system as a whole. This test should be executed at the end of the project to
prove that the system is able to perform according to the requirements, i.e. an operation
can be completed without any mayor abnormalities.

Table 33: Major test of the system.

Test 32: Major Test of the System.
Test dependencies: All the previous tests (and requirements) Date:
Resources: Balrog, simulation environment for Sauron, physi-
cal test area with people in distress / AprilTag boxes, simulated
test area with AprilTags, base station, router, obstacles

Step Test description Expected result
1 Place Balrog, with supply, at the

starting position in the physical test
area. Place 1-4 people in distress in
the area and any amount of obsta-
cles which fulfills the requirements
on the test area (see [3]). Store the
location data of the people and the
obstacles for later use. Create the
same test area, without the obsta-
cles, in the simulation environment
for the simulated Sauron

-

2 Connect Balrog and the base sta-
tion to the WiFi.

Balrog and the base station should
have an active communication link
to the WiFi-router.

3 Put Balrog in autonomous mode
and start the operation. Con-
tinuously store the position data
for both Balrog and the simulated
Sauron.

The simulated Sauron should take
off and search for people in distress
(AprilTags). Verify that it finds a
person, and identifies it.

4 Observe the communication be-
tween Balrog and the simulated
Sauron.

The simulated Sauron should send
the location data of the person to
Balrog. Balrog should send a con-
firmation to Sauron that it has re-
ceived the location data.

5 Observe information about Balrog’s
location processing software.

Balrog should calculate a path be-
tween the person in distress and its
starting location.
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Step Test description Expected result
6 Observe the movement of Balrog

and the simulated Sauron.
Balrog should move towards the
person in distress. Balrog should
avoid obstacles along the way. Ver-
ify this by ocular inspection and
by comparing the location of the
obstacles with the position data
from Balrog. The simulated Sauron
should continue to search for people
in distress.

7 Observe the movement of Balrog
and the simulated Sauron. If Bal-
rog reaches a person, continue to
step 11, if Sauron identifies a per-
son, continue to step 8. You may
need to go back and forth be-
tween steps here, depending on who
reaches/identifies a person first.

The simulated Sauron should con-
tinue to look for people in distress.
Once it has found another person,
the communication between Balrog
and Sauron should occur as de-
scribed in step 4. If all people has
been identified by Sauron, continue
to step 12.

8 Observe information about Balrog’s
location processing software.

Balrog should calculate a new path
between the two people in distress,
and then a path from the newly
identified person to the starting lo-
cation.

9 Return to step 7 if the simulated
Sauron has not identified all the
people. If it has, continue to step
10.

-

10 Wait until Balrog has reached a per-
son in distress.

Balrog should stop within 0.2 m
of the person. Balrog should not
touch the person. Verify this by oc-
ular inspection and by comparing
the location data of the person with
the position data of Balrog. Balrog
should then continue to the next
person or to the starting location.

11 If all people has been identified and
visited, continue to step 13. If that
is not the case, go back to step 7.

-

12 The simulated Sauron has found
the last person. and should start to
move back to its starting location.
Continue to step 10 after this step
is finished.

The simulated Sauron should start
to move back to the starting loca-
tion and send a confirmation to Bal-
rog through the base station that it
has found and identified all the peo-
ple in distress.

13 Observe the movement of Balrog. Balrog should return to its starting
position after having visited the last
person in distress.
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Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Test was not executed before BP5. Fail

Test approved by:
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Appendix A: Test Protocol

A template for the test protocol can be seen in table 34. The part down to Test Protocol
line is to be exactly the same information as in the Test plan document, while the part from
Test Protocol down is designed for the documentation of the performed test. Additional
figures or tables describing the result of the test should be inserted below the test protocol
table. The test protocol consist of 8 sections with information about the execution of a
test. Two sections, Executed by, and Other participants, contains the names of the people
who were present when the test was carried out. The sections Test week and Test Date are
the week and the date on which the test was conducted. The Test Result section describes
the result of the test, while the Test Comments section contains information about the
test execution that might be of interest. The Pass/Fail section tells if the test succeeded
or has to be remade. Lastly, the Test approved by section contains the signature of the
person which executed the test.

Table 34: Test protocol template.

Test nr : Name of Test
Test dependencies: Other tests that needs to be completed be-
fore the test can be executed.

Date:

Resources: Resources needed to complete the test or specific
step(s).

Date for
test.

Req. Requirement description Priority
Req.
nr.

Description of the requirement. Req. prior-
ity.

Req.
nr.

Description of the requirement. Req. prior-
ity.

Step Test description Expected result
1 Description on how to execute the

step.
Expected result when the step is ex-
ecuted as described in the ”Test de-
scription” column.

2 Description on how to execute the
step.

Expected result when the step is ex-
ecuted as described in the ”Test de-
scription” column.

Test Protocol:
Executed by Other participants Test Week Test Date
Name of the person in
charge of the test.

Other test participants. The week
in which
the test is
carried out.

The date
on which
the test
is carried
out.

Test Result Test Comments Pass/Fail
Result of the test. Comments on the execution and result

of the test.
Information
on if the
test passed
or not.

Test approved by: Signature from the person which approved the test.
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